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Italy's Fendi has debuted its first boutique dedicated to its Casa collection as the label prioritizes its home furnishing
offerings.

The Fendi Casa flagship boutique is now open in Milan's Piazza della Scala, near the city's fashion district. Last
spring, the LVMH-owned brand had reprioritized Fendi Casa through a joint venture with high-end interior design
group Design Holding.

Fendi at home
Fendi and Design Holding formed Fashion Furniture Design (FF Design) to integrate innovation and
experimentation from creation to distribution for Fendi Casa (see story). The new Casa collection was released
earlier this year and is available through selective retail and the new dedicated boutique.

"Situated in the heart of Milan, next to the Teatro alla Scala, one of the city's most important and representative city
landmarks, the boutique is located in an ideal position between the world of fashion and that of design," said
Alberto Da Passano, CEO of FF Design, in a statement.

"A prestigious showcase, enhancing the new collection while providing a unique experience for our customers."
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The Pars ifal sofa, des igned by Thierry Lemaire. Image courtesy of Fendi

Covering about 700 square meters, or about 7,500 square feet, the new boutique has 13 large windows to overlook
the street. The interior incorporates Fendi signatures for an elegant space, while commissioned "Gallery Pieces"
from the Kompa Collection collaboration with Botswanan designer Peter Mabeo adorn the entrance and four of the
windows.

Living, dining, sleeping and outdoor offerings are spread across two different floors to offer an immersive
shopping experience.

This marks the first time Fendi Casa will be available in one dedicated space. Available pieces include sofas,
armchairs, cabinets, chairs, tables, beds and accessories.

More Fendi Casa flagships are planned for Miami and Shanghai.

"I believe that this new phase for the Fendi Casa line encapsulates all the messages and values that we have built and
amplified over the years, rendering a clear image of what we are and where we want to be," said Silvia Venturini
Fendi, artistic director of accessories and menswear at Fendi, in a statement.
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